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REVIEW: THE GAME

Written by Jacquie Lee

“…of all the artists playing this Game, Yanni Floros has earned the Monopoly on my
heart with his mysterious, aloof maidens, finely wrought in shades of charcoal with
such a level of detail that it Boggle-s ones mind. Yanni is definitely a talent to watch.

Whatever your tastes, Scrabble together some time and head down to the latest
exhibition at Tooth & Nail. This is a game you most definitely want to play.”

*Disclaimer: You may notice some cheesy game references in this review. My advice: make like a die and
roll with it.

In the latest edition of Smith journal, Field Notes and Draplin Design Co. founder Aaron James Draplin
complains of “a death in the craft of making something beautiful”.

Obviously he’s been Hang(man)ing with the wrong crowd, because the kids down at Tooth and Nail gallery
proved beauty and talent is alive and kicking ass as they launched their latest exhibition, The Game.

A smorgasbord of youthful talents, The Game showcases nine local artists across a spectrum of media.
Whether you’re mad about mixed media or pumped about paintings, you’ll have no Trouble finding
something in this repossessed mechanic’s workshop that tickles your fancy.

Lucy Bonnin’s graphite and oil-rendered animals are sweet as Candy Land, juxtaposed by the stern and
sour stares of Ellie Kammer’s glittery-eyed ladies; their pastel and charcoal eyes so vividly brought to life,
you’d be forgiven for thinking they’re following you through the labyrinth of artworks.

Jamie Dean Twisters the foibles of modern consumer culture into fantastical, haunting images in his two
canvases, which are enough to make a girl think twice about firing up her EyePhone. Dan Whithey
continues to riff on consumerism, bringing a new batch of his trademark creepy creatures to chaotic,
colourful life; and Joshua Miels switches up hippos for a Hungry Hungry gasmasked squirrel in his
apocalyptic collection of paintings. Meanwhile, Richard Kozuszko reminds us of the beauty to be found in
this Game of Life with his breathtaking photographs of the Eyre Peninsula and Waitpinga South Coast,
while Logan Macdonald and Tom Buchanan Cludeo us in on what life in the big city looks like.

Trying to fault Lisa King’s stylishly decked ladies would be a Trivial Pursuit, as their wide-eyed innocence
and Nordic charms (they remind me of the characters from European children’s tales, like The Snow
Queen) are enchantingly irresistible. If you’re super keen, snap yourself up one of her limited edition t-
shirts for a reasonable $50.

But of all the artists playing this Game, Yanni Floros has earned the Monopoly on my heart with his
mysterious, aloof maidens, finely wrought in shades of charcoal with such a level of detail that it Boggle-s
ones mind. Yanni is definitely a talent to watch.

Whatever your tastes, Scrabble together some time and head down to 12 Eliza St in the CBD, because
Tooth & Nail’s latest offering is a game you most definitely want to play.

WHEN: SHOWING 2 – 5PM UNTIL THURS 29 MAR
WHERE: TOOTH AND NAIL GALLERY, 12 ELIZA ST (OFF WAYMOUTH ST)
HOW MUCH: FREE ENTRY!
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